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A B S T R A C T  

Algae are valuable sources of a wide range of metabolites and bioactive compounds with applications 

across multiple industries. However, algae have rigid cell walls which resist extraction of intracellular 

metabolites. Thus, pretreatment is often required for metabolite extraction from algae to improve the 

yield of desired metabolites. Microwave-assisted enzymatic pretreatment (MAEP) is a promising 

technology for the extraction of metabolites from algae. It combines the advantages of microwave 

(MW) and enzymatic pretreatment, which results in high extraction yields, reduced energy 

consumption, and improved environmental compatibility. The combination of MW and enzymatic 

pretreatment in MAEP offers several advantages over conventional pretreatment methods. MAEP is 

faster, more efficient, and more environmentally friendly than conventional methods. MAEP has been 

successfully used to extract a wide range of metabolites from algae, including lipids, carbohydrates, 

proteins, pigments, and vitamins. Our findings also showed high sugar release, COD solubilization, and 

lipid yield, which further evident higher cell disruption and metabolites extraction potential of MAEP. 

Overall, MAEP is a promising technology for the efficient and sustainable extraction of metabolites 

from algae. It has the potential to revolutionize the algae industry and enable the production of a wide 

range of high-value products from this renewable resource. 
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